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– EU civil justice system
– State of art in the regulations
• symilarities and differences
• lis pendens and related actions

– Practice of national courts / CJEU
–EUFam's Project reports
–EUFam's data base
• Classification by the problem
1) smooth application of the rules
2) false application of the rules
3) problematic application of the rules

– Lessons for the future

Parallel procedures and EU civil justice
system
• Free circulation of the judgements – (the myth
of) „fifth market freedom”
• Lis pendens rule serves:
– protection of juridical system,
– protection of the parties,
– safeguarding the procedural economy,
– preserving the mutual trust,
– protects the right to a fair trial, ...

Brussels IIbis
Regulation
Article 19 Lis pendens and dependent actions
1. Where proceedings relating to divorce, legal
separation or marriage annulment between the
same parties are brought before courts of
different Member States, the court second seised
shall of its own motion stay its proceedings until
such time as the jurisdiction of the court first
seised is established.
2. Where proceedings relating to parental
responsibility relating to the same child and
involving the same cause of action are brought
before courts of different Member States, the
court second seised shall of its own motion stay its
proceedings until such time as the jurisdiction of
the court first seised is established.
3. Where the jurisdiction of the court first seised is
established, the court second seised shall decline
jurisdiction in favour of that court.
In that case, the party who brought the relevant
action before the court second seised may bring
that action before the court first seised.

Maintenance
Regulation

Succession
Regulation

Article 12 Lis pendens
1. Where proceedings involving the same cause of
action and between the same parties are brought in the
courts of different Member States, any court other than
the court first seised shall of its own motion stay its
proceedings until such time as the jurisdiction of the
court first seised is established.
2. Where the jurisdiction of the court first seised is
established, any court other than the court first seised
shall decline jurisdiction in favour of that court.

Article 17 Lis pendens
1. Where proceedings involving the same cause of
action and between the same parties are brought in the
courts of different Member States, any court other than
the court first seised shall of its own motion stay its
proceedings until such time as the jurisdiction of the
court first seised is established.
2. Where the jurisdiction of the court first seised is
established, any court other than the court first seised
shall decline jurisdiction in favour of that court.

Art 13 Related Actions
1. Where related actions are pending in the courts of
different Member States, any court other than the court
first seised may stay its proceedings.
2. Where those actions are pending at first instance,
any court other than the court first seised may also, on
the application of one of the parties, decline jurisdiction
if the court first seised has jurisdiction over the actions
in question and its law permits the consolidation
thereof.
3. For the purposes of this Article, actions are deemed
to be related where they are so closely connected that it
is expedient to hear and determine them together to
avoid the risk of irreconcilable decisions resulting from
separate proceedings.

Art 18 Related Actions
1. Where related actions are pending in the courts of
different Member States, any court other than the court
first seised may stay its proceedings.
2. Where those actions are pending at first instance,
any court other than the court first seised may also, on
the application of one of the parties, decline jurisdiction
if the court first seised has jurisdiction over the actions
in question and its law permits the consolidation
thereof.
3. For the purposes of this Article, actions are deemed
to be related where they are so closely connected that it
is expedient to hear and determine them together to
avoid the risk of irreconcilable decisions resulting from
separate proceedings.

• In piecemeal EU legislation variety of formula is used,
yet with a common core.
– One scenario is prescribed: parallelism among
different Member States (no rules to Third States)
– Differentiation among the lis pendens and related
actions
– Chronological order in which the courts are seized
– Autonomous determination of the moment from
which the court is deemed to be seized
– The system is modelled on Brussels Convention

Brussels
Convention

Brussels I
Regulation
Lis pendens - related actions
Article 27

Lis Pendens - related actions
Article 21
Where proceedings involving the same cause of action
and between the same parties are brought in the courts
of different Contracting States, any court other than the
court first seised shall of its own motion decline
jurisdiction in favour of that court.

1. Where proceedings involving the same cause of
action and between the same parties are brought in the
courts of different Member States, any court other than
the court first seised shall of its own motion stay its
proceedings until such time as the jurisdiction of the
court first seised is established (...)
Article 28

A court which would be required to decline jurisdiction
may stay its proceedings if the jurisdiction of the other
court is contested.

1. Where related actions are pending in the courts of
different Member States, any court other than the court
first seised may stay its proceedings.

Article 22
Where related actions are brought in the courts of
different Contracting States, any court other than the
court first seised may, while the actions are pending at
first instance, stay its proceedings.

2. Where these actions are pending at first instance, any
court other than the court first seised may also, on the
application of one of the parties, decline jurisdiction if
the court first seised has jurisdiction over the actions in
question and its law permits the consolidation
thereof.(...)

A court other than the court first seised may also, on the
application of one of the parties, decline jurisdiction if
the law of that court permits the consolidation of
related actions and the court first seised has jurisdiction
over both actions.
For the purposes of this Article, actions are deemed to
be related where they are so closely connected that it is
expedient to hear and determine them together to
avoid the risk of irreconcilable judgments resulting from
separate proceedings.
Article 23
Where actions come within the exclusive jurisdiction of
several courts, any court other than the court first
seised shall decline jurisdiction in favour of that court.

Article 29
Where actions come within the exclusive jurisdiction of
several courts, any court other than the court first
seised shall decline jurisdiction in favour of that court.
Article 30
For the purposes of this Section, a court shall be
deemed to be seised:
1. at the time when the document instituting the
proceedings or an equivalent document is lodged with
the court, provided that the plaintiff has not
subsequently failed to take the steps he was required to
take to have service effected on the defendant, or (...)

Brussels I
Regulation Recast
Lis pendens — related actions
Article 29
1. Without prejudice to Article 31(2), where
proceedings involving the same cause of action and
between the same parties are brought in the courts of
different Member States, (...)
Article 30
1. Where related actions are pending in the courts of
different Member States, any court other than the
court first seised may stay its proceedings(...)
Article 31
1. Where actions come within the exclusive
jurisdiction of several courts, any court other than the
court first seised shall decline jurisdiction in favour of
that court(...)
Article 32
1. For the purposes of this Section, a court shall be
deemed to be seised (...)
Article 33
1. Where jurisdiction is based on Article 4 or on
Articles 7, 8 or 9 and proceedings are pending before a
court of a third State at the time when a court in a
Member State is seised of an action involving the
same cause of action and between the same parties as
the proceedings in the court of the third State, the
court of the Member State may stay the proceedings if
(...)
Article 34
1. Where jurisdiction is based on Article 4 or on
Articles 7, 8 or 9 and an action is pending before a
court of a third State at the time when a court in a
Member State is seised of an action which is related to
the action in the court of the third State, the court of
the Member State may stay the proceedings if (...)

EUFam's outputs
• is the regime of the 3 regulations still
appropriate?
•
•
•
•

EUFam's national reports
EUFam's First Assessment Report
EUFam's on Report on Good practice
EUFam's database

EUFAM’S DATABASE (756)
Orders not dealing with lis pendens (702)
Orders dealing with the lis pendens (54)

LIS PENDENS ORDERS (54)
Brussels Iibis Art 19 (50)
Maintenance Regulation Art 12 (4)
Succession Regulation (0)
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Application of the rule in national practice
Several categories
1) smooth application of the rules
- rules function well in different scenario

2) false application of the rules
-

clear departure from the provision
disregarding previous CJEU rulings

3) problematic application of the rules
- gaps within the rules/ no CJEU rulings
- diverging interpretation in different
Member States

1) smooth application of the rules
• Complex cases with several attributed claims
– issues outside the scope – i.e. matrimonial property
action does not develop parallel procedure effect in
relation to divorce action brought before a different MS
court
– complex action involving divorce and other causes
including parental responsibility/maintenance
• "Brussels II bis" will apply only to that specific part of the claim
and will leave the rest of the claim unaffected”

– isolated maintenance claim of a spouse against other
spouse does not develop lis pendens effect with relation
to a divorce action brought before different MS court

• issues if the second seized court should dismiss or stay
the procedure
– appropriate method of declining jurisdiction is to dismiss
the petition

• the parties objected lis pendens in later stage of
parallel procedures
ü the court which was obviously first seized could not even
apply the lis pendens because the court obviously
second seized already render a decision
üinstead of lis pendens court dealt with res iudicata

• proper procedural matters
– distinction between the assessment of the lis pendens

situation and the assessment of jurisdiction
• Court positively determined its jurisdiction pursuant to
Article 3(1)(b) (parties’ common nationality) and only
afterwards dealt with the question concerning the date
of commencement of both proceedings for the
purpose of lis pendens

2) false application of the rules
• clear departure from the provision + not taking into account
the previously set standards of interpretation by the CJEU
– C 406/09 – Brussels I cases apply by analogy

• false procedural distinction between the assessment of the lis
pendens situation and the assessment of jurisdictionn
– the court of first instance could not decline its jurisdiction without
previous examination of the facts regarding lis pendens

• Court second seized may not review the jurisdiction of the
court first seized
– court established its own jurisdiction / lis pendens / facts that
provide ground for the jurisdiction of the court first seized
– C 351/89 Overseas Union Insurance Ltd, 27.6.1991.

• Proceedings in the court first seized last
extensively too long
– but rule on lis pendens is untouched
– C-116/02 Gasser, 9.12.2003.

• Clash with national procedure
• many systems do not have a clear
stage/moment to declare the court
holds jurisdiction
– The court second seized must stay its proceedings
until such a time that the jurisdiction of the court
first seized is established

• abduction proceedings is pending in one MS and
parental responsibility procedure in the other MS
– Situation does not amount to a parallel procedure
– „Such an action, whose object is the return, to the Member
State of origin, of a child who has been wrongfully removed
or retained in another Member State, does not concern the
substance of parental responsibility and therefore has
neither the same object nor the same cause of action as an
action seeking a ruling on parental responsibility„
• para 40 C 376/14 PPU, 31 July 2014, C v M; also Purrucker, C
296/10, para 68.

• procedure upon provisional measure in one MS and parental
responsibility procedure in the other MS
– situation does not amounts to a parallel procedure
• C 296/10, 31 May 2010, Bianca Purrucker v Guillermo Vallés Pérez

• Negative declaratory judgemet in maintenance matters
– Apication of Brussles I case law
• C 406/92, 6 December 1994, Tatry; C-144/86 8 December 1987,
Gubisch Maschinenfabrik

– Confirmed by AG Sypunar in Case C 467/16
„ The cause of action comprises the facts and rule of law relied on as
the basis of the action (19) and the object of the action means the end
that the action has in view. (20) It is sufficient that the actions have, in
essence, the same subject matter: the claims are not required to be entirely
identical. (21) The converse situation of an action for a declaration of nonliability being followed by an action for damages has also been the subject
of a ruling. (22) In that respect, the latter action has the same object as the
former, since the question of the existence or nonexistence of liability is the
focus of the proceedings. The different heads of claim do not mean that
the two legal actions have different objects. (23)” para 31

3) problematic application
• How to establish if the other court has been seized
• How to establish/interpret the procedural law of the other
Member State
– Case C 29/16, Hanse Yachts AG v Port D’Hiver Yachting SARL,
Société Maritime Côte D’Azur, Compagnie Generali IARD SA, 4 May
2017
– Case C 173/16, M. H.v.M. H., order of the Court, 22 June 2016
– Case C 523/14, Aannemingsbedrijf Aertssen NV et.al., 22 October 2015

• Sometimes evidence are lacking, but there is an objection of lis
pendens
– Subsequent question relates to the issue if court collects evidence on lis
pendens - ex officio or not?
– If upon successions notary is handling the case – no cooperation mechanism

• Establishing the moment the court is seized in event of a
preliminary or similar procedure predating / required by law to
initiate the procedure on the substance
• Functional interpretation opinion of the AG Sypunar, C-467/16
– „My proposed answer to the question of the referring court
is, therefore, that in a situation such as that in the main
proceedings, where a conciliation procedure is an obligatory
step which has to be followed before a case can be brought
before a court and where a conciliation procedure and an
ensuing procedure before a court are considered as
comprising two separate parts of the judicial procedure, a
court has been seised under Articles 27 and 30 of the
Lugano II Convention at the moment the conciliation
authority is seised, provided that the plaintiff has undertaken
all necessary steps incumbent on him to continue the
procedure before a court.” para 52

• Parallel procedure in a Third State – general approach
– no rule – no CJEU case law (except Owusu) case law shows
that area remains controversial: two different approaches
are followed by Member States’ courts
– parallel procedures are fostered

• Parallel procedure in a contracting to the HC 1996
– same sitution
– Perpetuatio fori additional burden

Wish list - De lege ferenda
• Brussels IIa Reform is ongoing
• Recast Proposal Article 19 on the lis pendens with
minor cosmetical changes
• Recast Proposal Article 75 C
(c) where proceedings relating to parental responsibility are pending before
an authority of a State Party to the 1996 Hague Convention in which this
Regulation does not apply at the time when an authority in a Member State
is seised of proceedings relating to the same child and involving the same
cause of action, Article 13 of that Convention shall apply.

• At least minimal evolution of the rule suggested with
EUFams Policy Guidelines
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